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Monokuma's test guide

in: Minigames, In-Game Content, Guides Share Despair Dungeon: Monokuma's Body Zetsubō no Danjon Monokuma no Shiren Dungeon of Despair: Monokuma's Trial Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony Despair Dungeon: Monokuma's Test (ا望ンンンンンンン試練) is a dungeon sliding RPG mini featuredgame Danganronpa V3: Killing
Harmony. The game is part of the Danganronpa V3 bonus modes, unlocked after completing the main game. The game is a turn-based RPG in which the characters Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc, Danganronpa 2: Goodbye Despair, and Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony fight against monsters. About Despair Dungeon is unlocked,
alongside the board game minigame Ultimate Talent Development Plan and the card dispenser Ultimate Death Card Machine, as a set of bonus modes after the main story of the Danganronpa V3 is completed. In order to play Desperation Dungeon, the player has already played the minigame Ultimate Talent Development Plan at least
once. Despair Dungeon uses cards collected from the Ultimate Death Card Machine, which include Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc, Danganronpa 2: Goodbye Despair, and Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony. These cards must be matched by playing the Ultimate Talent Development Plan board game in order to make them effective
fighters in dungeon crawler. Characters do not level up while playing Despair Dungeon - they are only leveled up to play Ultimate Talent Development Plan. Mechanics The player can create a party of up to 4 characters, each of whom has different stats and abilities. Your goal is to roam around each level of the dungeon and reach the
stairs to the next floor. As you navigate the dungeon, you will face random encounters with monsters who you need to defeat or run away to continue. Defeating enemies will earn the player gold (G), whichcan be used to create new cards for the Ultimate Death Card Machine or craft new equipment. The deeper the dungeon the player
travels, the higher the level the enemy will be. One in 10 levels has a boss. When a boss is defeated, the Ultimate Death Card Machine level increases, making it easier to collect rarer (and stronger) cards. When crossing the prison, materials can be collected and used to create equipment that can strengthen characters. Treasure chests
contain S tickets and U tickets, which give the player a free rare drop of the Ultimate Death Card Machine. Increasing the ultimate death card machine rank the Ultimate Death Card Machine rank increases each time 10 levels of desperation dungeon: Monokuma's Test dungeon crawler is cleared and the miniboss at the end of each 10
levels is defeated. As the rank of the machine rises, the likelihood of an S or U Rank card being pulled from the machine increases, but the amount of currency G the machine. Rank G Cost Rank Up Condition N Rate S Rate U Ráta 1 100 Alapértelmezett helyezés 99,0% 1,0% 0,0% 2 120 Vereség Monokumasect a B10F és eléri B11F
97,0% 3,0% 3,0% 3 150 Defeat Monokuma Tank a B20F és eléri B21F 93,0% 7,0% 0,0% 4 200 Vereség Monokuma Boss a B30F és eléri B31F 85,0% 14,5% 0,5% 5 280 Vereség Mon'Duba a B40F és eléri B41F 75,0% 24,0% 1,0% 6 360 Defeat Monokoppa a B50F és eléri B51F 62,0% 33.33 0% 5,0% 7 450 Vereség Monokumasect V3
a B60F és eléri B61F 52,0% 38,0% 10,0% 8 550 Vereség Monokuma Tank V3 a B70F és eléri B71F 45,0% 40,0% 15,0% 9 700 Vereség Monokuma Boss V3 a B80F és eléri B81F 40,0% 40,0% 20,0% 10 900 Vereség Mon'Duba V3 a B90F és eléri B91F 33,0% 33,0% 34,0% Főnökeik minden szinten Kattintson a Kiterjesztése Floor
Ellenségek Lehetséges Csepp Ek B1 Monokumamel N/A B2 Monokumamel 50G B3kum Monoamel , Fluffy Monobunny 150G B4 Monokumamel, Fluffy Monobunny Tattered Uniform B5 Monokumamel, Fluffy Monobunny 150GCheap Shoe B6 Monokumamel, Monokumamel V 100G B7 Monokumamel, Monokumamel V 150G, 300G B8
Monokumamel, Monokumamel V, Fluffy Monobunny 1G, 350GCheap Hat B9 Monokumamel V, Fluffy Monobunny 150G, 250G, 300G B10 Monokumasect 50G, 150G, 200G, 350G, 450GStaff 2 B11 Monokuma Hermit, Curse Monogirl 100G, 400G B12 Monokuma Hermit, Curse Monogirl 300GRegular Talisman B13 Monocum Hermit,
Curse Monogirl 150G, 300GRegular Single B14 Monokuma Hermit, Curse Monogirl 2000GS Ticket B15 Monokuma Hermit, Curse Monogirl 250G, 300G, 400GHacking Gun 2 B16 Monokuma Gather 250G, 300G, 400G, 6 00G B17 Monokuma Gather, MonokumantalGather a 300G, 600GRegular Hat B18 Monokuma Gather,
Monokumantala, 300G, 400G, 450G B19 Monokuma Gather, Monokumantala, Monokumamel B 100G, 300G, 400G , 600GShield Dash B20 Monokuma Tank 250G , 300G, 500G, 700GStaff Dash B21 Monokuma Gather, Monokuma Hermit, Monokumantala 300G, 450G, 500G B22 Monokuma Gather, Monokuma Hermit, Monokumantala
Regular Talisman, Regular HatRegular Uniform, Regular Shoes B23 Monokuma Gather, Monokuma Hermit, Curse MonogirlMonokumantala 300G, 500G, 600G B24 Monokuma Gather, Monokuma Hermit, Curse MonogirlMonokumantala, Monokumamel B 300G, 2000 TicketGS B25 Monokuma Gather, Monokuma Hermit, Curse
MonogirlMonokumantala, Exisal Blue Hacking Gun Dash B26 Monokuma Gather V, Fluffy Monobunny V 400G, 500G, 1500G B27 Monokuma Gather V, Fluffy Monobunny V 400GS Ticket B28 Monokuma Gather V, Fluffy Monobunny V, Monokumantala V Shoes, Intellectual Hat B29 Monokuma Gather V, Fluffy Monobunny V,
Monokumantala VMonokumamel B 500G, 100GIntellectual Uniform B30 Monokuma Boss 300G, 500G, 600G, 700G, 800GSuper Staff, Super Katana , S Ticket B31 Floor Monodragon , Curse Monogirl V 500G, 1000G B32 Floor Monodragon, Curse Monogirl V 500G, 700G B33 Floor Monodragon, Curse Monogirl V 500G, 1000GNote B34
Floor Monodragon, Curse Monogirl V 500G, 800GSafety Talisman B35 Twisty Monokuma, Curse Monogirl V 700G, 800G B36 B36 Fej, Twisty Monokuma 500GUltra Shield B37 Monodragon Head, Twisty Monokuma 600G, 800GHard Worker's Shoes B38 Monodragon Head, Twisty Monokuma 600G, 800G, 1500G B39 Monokuma Head,
Mon'Duba, Monokumamel S 700G, 800GHard Worker's Shoes B40 Mon'Duba 1500GS Jegy, Nagy sebességű pisztoly, Nagy sebességű Katana B41 Monokumantala V, Monokuma Remit V, Bolyhos Monobunny B 800G, 100G B42 Monokumantala V, Monokuma Remit V, Bolyhos Monobunny B ,Monokuma Gather V 400G, 800G,
1500GS Jegy B43 Monokumantala V, Monokuma Remete V, Bolyhos Monobunny B, Monokuma Gather V 600G, 700GS Ticket B44 Monokumantala V, Monokuma Remit V, Bolyhos Monobunny B, Monokuma Gather V, Monokumamel S 100G, 500G, 1000G, 1500G, 2000G B45 Monokumantala V, Monokuma Remit V, Bolyhos
Monobunny B, Monokuma Gather V, Exisal Yellow 600G, 700G, 800G, 1000G, 1500GS Jegy B46 Monokuma Head V , Monodragon Head V, Twisty Monokuma V 800G, 900G, 1000GS jegy B47 Monokuma Head V, Monodragon Head V, Twisty Monokuma V 500G, 1500GS Ticket x2, Ultimate Hat B48 Monokuma Head V, Monodragon
Head V, Twisty Monokuma V,Exisal Green 800G, 1500GUltimate Talisman B49 Monokumasect, Monokuma Tank, Monokuma Boss, Mono'Duba,Monokuma Head V, Twisty Monokuma V, Monodragon Head V, Monokumamel S 2000GS Jegy B50 Monokoppa , Monokuma Head V, Twisty Monokuma V, Monodragon Head V 10000GU jegy,
Ultimate Uniform Equipment berendezések lehet létrehozni anyagok felhasználásával gyűjtött legyőzött ellenséget. Fegyverek fegyver szükséges G anyagok szükséges hatás Kopott Katana 100G Monokumamel Fang x1 Skill +10% Katana 250G Monokumamel V Fang x2Monokumamel Fang x1 Skill +20% Katana 2 500G Monokuma
Remit Fang x3Curse Monogirl Fang x1 Skill +20%Speed +20% Katana Dash 80 00G Monokuma Gather Fang x3Monokumantala Fang x1 Skill +40% Katana Turbo 1200G Monokuma Gather Fang x3,Monokuma Remit Fang x3Monokoppa Fang x1 Skill +40%Speed +20% Super Katana 1500G Monokuma Gather V3Bolyhos Egynyuszi V
Fang x1 Skill + 60% Ultra Katana 1800G Floor Monodragon Fang x3Curse Monogirl V Fang x2Monokoppa Fang x1 Skill +60%Speed +20% Nagy sebességű Katana 2200G Monodragon Fej Fang x3Mon'Duba Fang x2 Skill +80% Katana ZERO 3000G Monokuma Remit V Fang xMonokuma Gather V Fang x1Monokoppa Fang x1 Skill
+80%Speed +20% V Katana 5000G Monodragon Head V Fang x3Floor Monodragon V Fang x3Mon'Duba V Fang x3Silver Fang x1 Skill +100%Egyéb képesség +10% Katana EX 5500G Monokumamel V2g Fang x3Fluffy Monobunny V2 Fang x2 Skill +120% Katana 3 7000 Monokuma Remit V2 Fang x3Curse Monogirl V2 Fang x2 Skill
+140% Katana Impact 9000 Monokuma Her mit V2 Fang x3Monokumantala V2 Fang x2 Skill +160% Katana Strike 12000 Monokumamel V2 Fang x3Curse Monogirl V2 Fang x2Gold Fang x1 Skill +180% Katana 4 16000 Katana Impact x1Monokuma Gather V2 Fang x5Monokumantala V2 Fang x2 Skill +200% Katana 5 20000
Monodragon Head V2 Fang x5Mon'Duba V2 Fang x3 Skill +220% Katana Extreme 25000G Floor Fan x5Bolyhos x5Bolyhos V2 Fang x3 Skill +240% New Katana 30000G Monokumamel V3 Fang x5Monokuma Remit V3 Fang x3 Skill +260% End Katana 40000G Fluffy Monobunny V3 Fang x3Monokuma Gather V3 Fang
x5Monokumantala V3 Fang x3 Fang x3 Fang x3 Skill +280% Katana V3 53000G V Katana x1Curse Monogirl V3 Fang x5Monodragon Head V3 Fang x5Platinum Fang x2 Skill +300% Other +10% Head Armor Body Armor Talismans Trivia Minigames In-Game Content Guides Community Content available under cc-BY-SA unless
otherwise stated. (Post Game spoilers, but no V3 story spoilers) So recently I've been working on a guide to build a good team for the Post Game fashions in Danganronpa V3 for a friend. In the end, it became so long that I decided it would be better to just post publicly to help anyone else who needs it. This is not a complete guide to
Dungeon mode, but rather how to craft the ideal team preparation as well. Please note that this is just my personal way of crafting a team, with many other methods that bring the same level of success. The guide is below the read more! If you notice any errors, feel free to contact me to correct them. It usually alternates between the
modes played. First you create a character in the Ultimate Talent Development Plan, which you can then take into Despair Dungeon: Monokuma's Test, then take the money earned from the dungeon of the Ultimate Death Card Machine to earn cards for other characters that you can take back to the Ultimate Talent Development Plan and
restart the process. As this guide is in preparation for the Dungeon (a late game of dungeon specifically, since the first half is mainly just alternating with whichever card you have at the time,) we will start with the Ultimate Death Card Machine and work your way down. Ultimate Death Card MachineThe Ultimate Death Card Machine is a
gachapon that should be used alongside ultimate talent development plan (board game mode) and Despair Dungeon: Monokuma's Test (RPG mode). You draw cards with the currency G (won in the Monokuma test) and there are 3 different gachapons from which you can draw cards; one for dr1, one for dr2 and one for V3. For each
character, you can draw an N card (the most common and weak card), an S card (rarer than an N card), and a U card (the rarest card). In the beginning, you will only be able to draw N cards, the likelihood of getting rarer cards is increasing as you move on to Monokuma Test, you will also begin to find S-Ticket and U-Ticket collections as
you progress through the RPG, which guarantees the type of card that you pulled. This mode is about luck and probability, so you often get copies. Duplicates are replaced with materials that can be used in the Monokuma Test.Ultimate Talent Development Plan where you can spend time balancing and optimizing cards from ultimate
death card machine any way you want. When you first begin, you will only be able to add characters V3, the first step is to create four of these and enter the dungeon, from there you will be able to start searching for G, which you can use to unlock characters 1 and 2.Specialties Characters come in three different specialties; Sports (Red),
Intelligence (Blue) and Variety (Green.) Sports characters specializing in physical damage, intelligence characters specialize in Magic Damage and Variety characters specializing in support. You can make four characters ye with you to monokuma test at the same time, but I highly recommend you make a mix of characters for different
purposes. Although, as a general main team, my personal recommendation is two red, one blue and one green. While I put other characters (which I'll go through later), these were my go at the characters general dungeon exploration. The Ultimate Talent Development Plan aims to live through 3 years at Hope's Peak Academy. There are
several courses set up for different ways to optimize your team, and every year it gives you the opportunity to change the course. Each year 12 cube rolls around the board are an ultimate goal that you have to hit before the turns are over. Most importantly, the mode travels around the board effectively and tried to increase the desired
while keeping the focus on the distance you have for the ultimate goal. There's an exam at the end of the year. The exams are boss battles that will earn you talent fragments to be used for your skills. Failure to reach the final goal by the end of the year will result in no exam that year and you will be forced onto despair during the next year
to make the run harder. Luck can be quite strongly involved in this mode, since having bad cube rolls will affect your stat gains, but there are ways to work around these, which will be explained later. OptionsFor each roll of the dice, you have a number of options to choose when choosing the role, these are: Small Movement - The result of
the cube roll will be between 1 -3Large Movement - The result of the cube roll will be between 4 - 6Card - You get cards from the Monokubs as you play, as well as earning them landing on other slides , these cards here you can use to influence the game in different ways. Check Course - This allows you to look around the whole course,
this is a good way to design your rolls. Get Skill - There are different skills that can be acquired to be used in the dungeon, you can have up to five at a time and earned using Talent fragments that you get during the game. You can also acquire skills at the end of each year before the exam. Check Talents - View current stats, skills and
Talent FragmentsQuite Go back to the menu. The game is saved when you do so, so you can continue playing in the same place in the future. StatsThe one of the biggest goals of the Ultimate Talent Development Plan is buffing the characters through stats or: Level up, Event Squares, Friendship Squares, Surgery or Exams (Read more
about them below). Stats you get will probably be different each time, as it all depends on the rolls you get during the run of the board game. Here is a list of stats in addition to what they mean: Influence - HP; When the characters run out, you will die. If all 4 characters die at the same time, you get one game over. Focus - The MP; If your
character runs out, you won't be able to use special moves anymore, so be sure to keep it at times when you need it most. Strength - The bigger the number, the stronger your character becomes a physical attack. Protection – The higher the number, the less damage you will take from opposing physical attacks. Intellect - The larger the
number, the stronger your character will be magical attacks. Courage – The higher the number, the less damage you will take from opposing magical attacks. You also have less chance of being affected by the condition conditions if this stat is high. Agility – This determines, however, order; The highest number goes first in battle, after the
high number also makes it more likely to avoid opposing physical attacks. Luck – This is used to decide how often your attacks become critical hits or how often you will successfully run in battle. The difference between the N, S and U CardsAs mentioned above, then starting with N cards and passing along the dungeon to start unlocking
more, U cards will be the savior of the second half of Monokuma Test. The type of card affects the growth rate of your character, and rarer cards get the higher stat, level and skill. As such, rarer cards have higher stats and will be able to reach level 99, which lower types of cards do not. As an example, I will show every type of card in my
personal file and the stats that I have after the entire boards game are worth the training. (I chose 3 types of types, as they have similar stat growth, e.g. Magic users gain sense faster, while variety users gain stats in a balanced way, so the same type here presents the difference in stats more efficiently.) Mikan Tsumiki – N CardLevel: 27,
Influence: 76, Focus: 106, Strength: 16, Protection: 32, Intellect: 33, Fortitude: 73, Agility: 23, Luck: 44Hiyoko Saionji - S CardLevel: 64, Influence: 126, Focus: 250, Strength: 58, Defense: 81, Sense: 62, Fortress: 172, Agility: 50, Luck: 67Fuyuhiko Kuzuryuu - U CardLevel: 99, Influence: 334, Focus: 294, Strength: 160, Defense: 108,
Sense: 172, Fortitude: 155, 177, Luck: 250 (All run run The board game locks your character down to the level that you ended with, if you want a higher level version of that character, you need to create the character from scratch, you can save up to 3 cards for each character.) Board CoursesA number of different boards mentioned
earlier, they are available: Standard course - This course has a lot of growth squares level up your character. Talent Course – This course has many Talent squares to help you collect Talent fragments and adjust the skills you want for your character. Friendship course - This course has a lot of Event Squares and Friendship Spaces; this
of course is a good way to get a high stat boost. Future course of course – This course should be unlocked by earning 100,000 casino tokens and buying the Super Lucky Button from casino (I recommend playing the Salmon Fishing game to these tokens, getting an S Rank on Mean Mode can quickly gift the tokens you need when betting
on 5,000-10,000 tokens at a time.) The future track is full of event squares for the characters DR3 Future Arc, it's a lot of fun to see these events with the characters in the anime, but it's not a board I recommend playing to boost your stats. It has a lot of Desperation Squares and while there may be questions about risk vs rewards as the
skill and stat buffs you can get from this course are great, I still don't recommend it as even the big rolls all the time don't guarantee that making it the ultimate goal of the roll limit. I didn't use this forum once to optimize my characters, so it's certainly not necessary. My advice is just to play this forum separately to view the fun events
without worrying about the stats. Desperation course - This course cannot be selected as a regular course of choice and instead forced onto it as a punishment if it does not reach its final destination by the end of the year, the Desperation course is full of despair squares, leaving a dangerous course to spend a year on. My advice to use
the boards effectively is to only use the normal course, while still only N cards, to move on to 2 years of the normal course and one year of talent course S cards (although leveling up is still a priority, so if the level is low, not the normal course in the third year as well). If U-cards during the election are going to play a much bigger role in
how effective the cards are, I personally use the normal course in the first year to get an advantage level, a Talent course in the second year to build up a good number of talent fragments and a Friendship course in the third year with more stat increases. While doing these, I'll make sure to keep an eye on my level as the first year after
probably won't be level 99, so I'll try to get these levels in the other course while I focus on the rest Another piece piece I'll give you to try your best to stick to the courses special (for example, normal course, rank the growth squares, the other squares will also take precedence over subsequent courses.) SquaresEach of course will have a
variety of squares that affect the character in different ways, while courses usually focus on a certain type of space, you will often see a variety of each. Growth square - The blue square; This space will give you level ups and stat increases when you hit level 99 these squares become unusable, so be careful that you don't want your waste
to turn. Talent Square - The Orange Square; red, blue, and green to choose the color of the desired talent fragment. The best way to decide which one to choose is to look through the skills that you want and which fragments are missing. (Learn more about your skills below.) Then you get a cube roll to determine how many fragments you
get. Friendship Square - The Pink Space; these squares begin with interactions with the character you chose and the different other characters in the franchise, each looking for stat boosts, and then when you're done with all 5, each additional Friendship squares as a result of talking to a Monokub and getting a little boost to each stat.
(Equivalent stat buffs you can get your regular level ups, so that's a good way to continue increasing your stats even after max level , this is the main reason I recommend this course in the last year, spend the first two years getting the levels and skills and use the remaining time to buff the stats further.) Event Square – The Green Square;
You will be placed in small events where you will often get a choice, a choice to determine which stat yours will get a buff. Desperation Square - These squares force the stats to lower when you land on them, the Despair Square can be offset by the Hope Card.CardsRandomly during the game, you get stopped by the Monokubs, who give
you a card at random. These cards have different effects and can be strategically used to land the squares you want. You can also get a specific card each time you land a character. Move card: stay on the square you were previously on. – Touko Fukawa, Chiaki Nanami and Himiko Yumeno1 Move Card: Advance by one square -- Won
by landing on Makoto Naegi, Kazuichi Souda and Angie Yonaga2 Move Card: Advance two squares - Won landing Kiyotaka Ishimaru, Hajime Hinata and Rantaro Amami3 Move Card: Advance three squares - Won landing Kyouko Kirigiri, Shuichi Saihara and Kaede Akamatsu4 Move Card : Forward four squares - Won landing Aoi
Asahina , Ibuki Mioda and Tsumugi Shirogane5 Move Card: Advance by five squares - the landing Sayaka Maizono, Teruteru Hanamura and Maki Harukawa6 Move Card: Advance by six squares - Won landing Hifumi Yamada, Mahiru Koizumi and Kirumi ToujouSuccess Card: Guarantee successful surgery - Won landing Byakuya
Togami, Mikan Tsumiki, Izuru Kamukura and Miu Iruma Double Move Card: Doubles the amount you advance on the basis of the roll - Won landing Sakura Oogami , Junko Enoshima, Mukuro Ikusaba, Nekomaru Nidai , Monomi and Tenko ChabashiraDouble Square Card: Doubles the stat increases you get the space land - Won landing
celeste, Monokuma, Imposter, Usami and Kokichi OumaHope Card: Counters of Despair Square when you land one - Won landing Nagito Komaeda and KiiboStraight Card: Forces you to advance to a straight line until you hit the corner - Won landing Mondo Oowada, Peko Pekoyama, Akane Owari and Gonta GokuharaEncounter Card :
Forces you to advance until you meet another character - Won landing Chihiro Fujisaki and Gundam TanakaGoodbye Card: Forces positioning other characters on the board to change - Won landing Yasuhiro Hagakure and Ryoma HoshiCourse Change Card: Forces onto a randomly different course (this includes desperation course, so
be careful.) - Won landing Leon Kuwata , Hiyoko Saionji and Korekiyo ShinguujiHigh Jump Card: Forces you onto a random space on the track there currently. - Won Genocider Sho, Sonia Nevermind, Fuyuhiko Kuzuryuu and Kaito MomotaEventsIf you land event spaces you get a random event, sometimes you just have to watch the
event play and other times you will be given the choice of choosing to buffing the stat. Below is a list of all events that give you a choice of answers and which stat every choice buff: It's very hot because of a weird heatwave! Let's do something about it. - Lock yourself in your room: luck- Research the mystery of the heat wave: intellektIt is
a game machine ... Has this always been here...? What do you do?- Give him a spin: Randomly pick between Influence, Strength and Defense-Give him a spin: Random picks between Focus, Reason and Fortitude You get a survey on how you want the sports festival to be. What do you choose?- Dynamic sports festival: Strength- A
quiet, reserved sports festival: Intelligence You've seen a shooting star! Make a wish. (You get two of these options to choose from)- To be strong: Strength- To be smart: LuckyYou can't find the motivation to do anything... what do you do?- Try to feel even more terrible: Courage- Play with a catlo: StrengthThe idea of writing a message in
a bottle. What are you going to write?- The cry for help Uninhabited Island: Influence-A message to your potential lover: LuckFind a voice changer that allows you to speak different sounds. Which one do you choose? (You get two of these options)- Monokuma: Strength-Shirokuma: Fortitude-Monomi: Defense-Kurokuma: IntellectYou
asleep! What do you have to do...? - Go back to sleep: Power-Run to the classroom at full speed: Agility You meet someone who looks exactly like you! Who is this man...? - They're a cheater: Force- They're a doppelganger: Fortitude You're in the library! What would you like to read? (You'll get two of these options) - Zoo Animals' big
book: Strength- Tips and Tricks: Intellect- VQ Men's Magazine: Influence-Danganronpa IF: FocusLet's play the stock market! Which company are you going to buy?- Towa Group: Fortitude- Sea King Industries: Luck Won the Lottery! That's a very good amount... How will you spend it?- Use it to hone your talents: Influence-Buy another
lottery ticket: LuckLet's go for the long-term!- Run at full speed: Agility-Run at your own pace: DefenseLet's cook today. What do you cook...? - Curry: Fortitude-The Bento Box: Agility You take a stroll ... Then suddenly, a mysterious box comes down from above! What are you doing?- Avoid: Agility- Catch it: FocusOh no, the bad luck chain
leaf! If you don't send it to 10 people, you're going to bring bad luck! What are you going to do?- Rip it up and throw it: FocusOut-of-place artifacts have found on school grounds. What do you do?- Study them: Intellect- Sell them: Luck HM? It seems like someone at the door late at night ...- Open the door: Agility-Pretending not to be at
home: FocusYou hungry for a midnight snack! There's got to be some snacks in one of the closets. Which cabinet will be presented to us?- The left side: Strength-The Right: Intellect You have a package from an online store! But you don't remember ordering anything. What are you doing?- Ask the others: Fortitude- Open it: LuckIt's nice
out, so let's have a picnic! Where are you going to go?- The beach: Influence- The mountains: FocusEver, since you've had a séant, you've seen strange things... What are you doing?- Punch it: Strength-Say a prayer you've heard in a movie: SenseIt feels so bad being locked up in college all the time. We're training! Where are you going
to train?- Shut off on a mountain: Intellect - Go Abroad: DefenseYou have a quiz tomorrow! Who cares? Go to sleep: Protection- Stay late, hard study: IntellectOne morning, after waking up from a strange dream, you realize that you've turned monotaro! What are you doing?- Go meet the other monocubes: Agility-Eat Honey: Defense I'll
give you whichever ya you like! ... this is clearly suspicious, but which one should be The Big Box: Protection- The Little Box: FortitudeYou're Taking a Walk... I'm run over by a raging Black eye. Monokid runs away... You want revenge... What are you going to do?- Forgive him with a big heart: Courage- Getting him to pay... cash:
Influence: InfluenceI have different events to make decisions about the future of course, I'm not going to do these, as it's really not a course I recommend stat building. It may be a success from it, but so much of the course luck depends on that I don't find it reliable enough building a good character. Seasonal eventsEvery year, you will be
placed in an event like Friendship Squares. You get a choice between three options, and depending on what you choose, you can interact with a different character. These events are useful, as depending on your choice, you can get a certain color Talent Fragment. I'm not going to list every character and who gives that fragment because
I don't want to make it longer than I already have (listing out over 50 characters and 3 years of events all would make this ridiculously long), just remember that experimenting and noting you can learn how to make them quickly. There are only three options to choose from each time and stay the same, so it won't be as random as the
events. If you plan to build a character and desperately want to know what options to choose the right fragments, feel free to send me a message and I can give you the answer to your individual character. Types of Character Although I mentioned earlier that each character belongs to one of the three specialties, there are a number of
sub-specialties each, these are: Sport Characters: High Strength – Sakura Oogami, Peko Pekoyama and Maki Harukawa, High Speed, Slightly Less Strength – Leon Kuwata, Aoi Asahina, Mukuro Ikusaba, Akane Owari Tenko Chabashira and Ryoma HoshiTank (High HP and Defense) - Mondo Oowada , Hajime Hinata and Nekomaru
Nidai , Kaito Momota and Gonta GokuharaIntelligence Characters: High Sense – Byakuya Togami, Chihiro Fujisaki, Touko Fukawa, Sonia Nevermind, Chiaki Nanami, Miu Iruma and Shuichi SaiharaMixed attacker (higher intellect, but also decent force) - Junko Enoshima, Cheater (who made exceptions to the only such characters that
actually intellect as high as the first set of characters, as well as decent force), Kazuichi Souda, Kirumi Toujou and Kokichi OumaHigh Speed with slightly less intellect – Kyouko Kirigiri , Celeste, Mahiru Koizumi, Tsumugi Shirogane and Korekiyo ShinguujiVariety Characters:Extremely Lucky – Makoto Naegi, Nagito Komaeda and Rantaro
AmamiTanky Support (fair defense and very high fortitude) - Yasuhiro Hagakure, Kiyotaka Ishimaru, Hiyoko Saionji, Mikan Tsumiki, Himiko Yumeno and Angie YonagaSpeedy Support speed and courage) Sayaka Maizono, Gundam Tanaka, Fuyuhiko Kuzuryuu, Ibuki Mioda, Kaede Akamatsu, KiiboSkillsCollecting Talent Fragments are
important as collecting enough of them will allow you to acquire skills. Instead of listing out each skill individually, I'll use the character varieties I listed above, and examples of the skills I recommend putting them in. (Keep in mind that you can only have 5 skills at a time, so while I may list more, please note that you can only choose 5.)
Skills I recommend any type of character: Intelligence Skills - Absorb Focus (absorbs the MP of the enemy and restores it to yourself) Variety Skills - Recover Influence (Restores HP) and Fighting Spirit (Revives your fallen ally), these two are more useful for the kinds of characters, but I find it good to use more members of the team in
case of emergency than the out-of-stock MP a character.) Skills I recommend dungeon climber (not battles): Variety Skills - Fog (Avoid enemy encounters for a while)Other skills - Drop Rate Up (Gives you a better chance of collecting materials from the dungeon) and g gain up (the amount of G you get for defeating enemies increases).
High power and high-speed characters: sports skills - Sword Stab (dealing with serious damage), Summer Rain Fist (attacks all enemies), Falcon Kick (attacks one after the other, big money dropping enemies that flee the battle), Zeal (powers up the next round). Other skills (other skills do not appear in the moves, but rather give a buff to
the ability mentioned) - Attack Power up, Skill Power up, Awakening UpTank Characters: Sports skills - Sacrifice (the priority step to the shields ally), Ultra Defense (allows you to reduce damage to turn and protect you from status conditions) Variety Skills - Ice Barrier, electric barrier and wind barrier (all obstacles move to take precedence
and the result of taking reduced damage to proper magic ability in a few turns)Other skills - Defense up, Endurance up (reduces the chances of receiving status conditions, it's ideal for supporting characters like those that are ineffective even a turn can mess up your strategy)High Sense and High Speed Characters: Intelligence Skills –
One or Ice Freeze, Electric Paralysis or Wind Jet, (focus on one instead of all using any waste slots. Different enemies are weak with different types of magic, so my recommendation would be to build three of these characters each focusing on a different magical ability). none of them are Ice Freeze All, Electric Paralyse All or Wind Jet All
(It's similar to the last one, but it hits all enemies, it's up to you if you want to use fewer characters and mix magic, but my personal recommendation is to keep all the ice from a magic user, electric on the other, etc.) Other skills - Skill Power up and one one or Ice Power Up, Electric Power Up or Wind Power Up (that's another reason I
recommend sticking a skill to any magic user, you can just focus on one of these as opposed to more.) Mixed offensive characters: Sports skills - one of either Sword Stab or Summer Rain FistIntelligence Skills - One or Ice Freeze/Ice Freeze All, Electric paralysis/electric paralysis are all or wind jet/wind jet AllOther skills – Attack Power
Up, Skill Power Up, one or Ice Power Up, Electric Power Up or Wind Power UpVariety characters (I usually recommend the same for all types of characters, it's a good lot to share between several types of characters): Sports skills: Ultra DefenseIntelligence Skills: One of every Magic Move (so that the support options are nothing needed
from them). Debuff, Poison, all other condition conditions are worth considering, but I find poison to be the most useful. Different enemies are weak in different types of status, so it's good to use trial and error. Variety Skills: Recover Influence and Fighting Spirit (I'll mention these considerations for all characters, but I believe that's
especially important for kind of characters.), Cure Condition (I recommend you do this with fast support characters, so you can heal status effects before the allies move.), Strength Up and Sense up (these buff ally's) Other skills: Defense and Ultimate Talent Endurance Development Plan TipsNow that I'm winding down, I'm going to add
some minor tips here that I haven't found a place to go anywhere else:- If you get a High Jump Jump Card, save it when you start next year. Use it immediately in the first round and get a good advantage, it makes your ultimate goal less daunting and allows you to use the smaller cube more often, allowing you more freedom in getting the
squares you want.- The Monokubs sometimes ask you if you want an operation, definitely say yes to it, if you have a success card, as successful surgery results in huge stat gains. Without the success card it's random whether the surgery succeeds or not, the error makes huge stat losses. My advice if you don't have a success card would
be to still accept surgery if you're still early in the game (so just reinstall if you fail) or you haven't had the best run so far in the game.- If you get a course change card, and there's not much need for talent fragments, it's ok to not reach your ultimate goal that year, and simply warting out of desperation during the first round next year, the
course you'll get is still random, but.- Getting your skill up to Level 10 comes with huge benefits, for example, obtaining Level 10 Recovery Influence allows you to heal all your allies instead of just one, make sure to prioritize those skills, valuable to level 10. I like to describe the skills I want for every run and the Talent Fragments that I
need to level one up. Throughout the game, when I get more Talent Fragments, I will immediately use them, if possible, my skills would like a better idea of which fragments should be ranked next.- The exams will be easier as I get higher ranked cards, if you get an S-card with an Allied character, you will see level 45 during the exam and



the U cards at 99. The best way I recommend is to defeat the exam bosses with a mixture of Summer Rain Fist and Magic All attack, you don't have to worry about the MP, as these enemies will fall fast, so go all out! Desperation Dungeon: Monokuma's Test TipsAlthing I won't be writing out a complete guide to Despair Dungeon, I'm also
going to get some useful tips to get started.- Every time you find a lift (every 5 floors) you can save your progress and restore your health, you can also go back and visit these past floors at any time in treasure chests that are still available. If you want a combat team to clear the way first and then go on a treasure hunt running later with
several dungeon climbs optimized characters that can be a really good idea.- The team will keep changing, I'm going to go into more detail below about the types of characters you can expect to switch between. A quick example of this is that tank characters are great for boss battles, but much less effective on regular climbs, I usually
have a combat team first, and then when it's time to go to the boss, I start the climb again in the tank and protect the team (I recommend preserving the team with the help of either fog or great luck to run battles easily).- Remember That the layout of Floors is not randomly generated, you can always use the same layout, and in the second
half of the game reuse the first 50 floors with a greater difficulty. So taking note of the layout of each floor (for example, stairs in the upper right corner, treasure chest at the bottom of the map) can be really useful when you hit the second half of the game.- If you are struggling to earn G and still in the first half (first 50 floors) of the
dungeon, I found a good strategy was to just start a whole new game (from the menu , not just return to the entrance) You can keep all the equipment and material you had before, but treasure chests are restored, allowing you to search for G again and collect multiples of useful equipment to use for all characters. It's not useful after the
first half of a game like G and equipment you get won't make much of a difference anymore, but it's very useful in the early game.-There are exisal bosses located around the floor of a horde what they protect. Hitting them with all the strongest attacks is a good way to defeat them, but each one has a weakness that you can use for your
advantage (for example, one is very weak in poison, and although you took 1 damage each attack could hit it with, it took 14,999 damage poisons each time).) Fortunately, they are usually located on the same floor as a lift, so be sure to go save first and then come back to them after.- While most bosses can overcome regular hard hitting
moves, the boss is 40F blind, which can seriously damage the team by making them likely to miss attacks. Make sure someone has a Cure Condition (preferably Level 10) to do the fight. There is a secret final boss after finishing his 100th birthday. Characters I alternated between the dungeonI created a character in almost every type of
special way listed above (except for the lucky kind of specialty). I'm going to make a list of characters and skills I brought with me in most cases, and then the characters who had multiple secondary roles (I'd bring them if I had something I needed on the 5 floors, but otherwise I'd sit in the back). My Main Team (I would use as close as
possible to the team of N and S cards, but since they were weaker, some skills would either be missed or at a much lower level) :(Red High Attack) Peko Pekoyama - Skills: Sword Stab Level 9, Summer Rain Fist Level 10, Attack Power Up Level 10, Skill Power Up Level 10, Fighting Spirit Level 8 (Blue Mixed Attacker) Imposter- Skills:
Recover Influence Level 10, Ice Freeze Level 10, Ice Freeze All Level 10, Skill Power Up Level 10, Ice Power Up Level 10 (Green Speedy Support) Fuyuhiko Kuzuryuu - Skills: Recover Influence Level 10, Fighting Spirit Level 10, Cure Condition Level 10, Poison Level 10, Wind Jet Level 10 (Red High Speed) Aoi Asahina Skills : Sword
Stab Level 9 , Summer Rain Fist Level 9, Absorb focus level 10, Attack Power Up Level 10, Skill Power Up Level 10Second Members (Blue High Intellect) Chihiro Fujisaki (Same skillset as Imposter, but electric magic alternatives). (Blue high speed) Mahiru Koizumi (Same skillset as Imposter and Chihiro, but wind is magical alternatives).
(New Year's) Nekomaru Nidai – Skills: Fighting Spirit Level 10, Sacrifice Level 10, Ice Barrier Level 10, Wind Barrier Level 10, Electric Barrier Level 10 (Green Tanky Support/Dungeon Crawler) Hiyoko Saionji - Skills: Fog Level 10, Drop Rate up Level 10, G Gain Up Level 10 (hindsight, I should have done Recoil and Spirit Fighting here
too). The Ultimate BossAfter deleting all 100 floors and seeing the credits a second time, you will find that there is a Monokuma on the last floor who is the real ultimate boss. Below I go The team I used to defeat and then go into strategies after all. Completely reremade on my cards (even the one the characters have been used for) in
order to focus on the boss and his weaknesses. My TeamPeko PekoyamaLevel: 99, Influence: 753, Focus: 646, Strength: 999, Protection: 180, Intellect: 189, Courage: 144, Agility: 664 (I could have done this in 999, but I had to Kuzuryuu to make agility a priority), Luck: 999 Equipment: Katana Impact, Hat of Legend, Unified Victory, Shoe
Prowess, Champion TalismanSkills: Stab Sword Level 10, Falcon Kick Level 10, Attack Power Up Level 10, Skill Power Up Level 10 , Endurance Up Level 7Fuyuhiko KuzuryuuLevel: 99, Influence: 999, Focus: 804, Strength: 360, Protection: 246, Intellect: 242, Fortitude: 672, Agility: 967, Luck: 193 Equipment: Staff Strike, Hat of Courage,
Uniform of Legend, Shoes of Legend, Ultimate Hope ProofSkills: Fighting Spirit Level 10, Ultra Defense Level 10, Cure Condition Level 10, Wind Barrier Level 10, Defense Up Level 10Chia NamiLevel : 99, Influence: 417, Focus : 939, Strength: 70, Defense: 71, Intellect: 999, Fortress: 426, Agility: 883, Luck: 79 Equipment: Sickle, Hat
Overflowing Talent, Single Atua, Champion's Shoes, Ultimate TalismanSkills: Ice Freeze Level 10, Skill Power Up Level 9, Ice Power Up Level 10, Influence Up Level 7, Endurance Up Level 7Nekomaru NidaiLevel: 99, Influence: 999, Focus: 673, Strength: 168, Defense: 999 , Intellect: 121, Courage: 285, Agility: 345 , Luck: 194
Equipment: Shield Impact, Champion's Hat, Champion's Uniform, Shoes of Courage, Hard Worker's TalismanSkills: Recover Influence Level 10, Fighting Spirit Level 10, Sacrifice Level 10, Wind Barrier Level 10StrategiesA scariest weapon is that this boss has the ability to disrupt the entire party, so they can hit each other with huge
damage. Because of this, I prioritization speed Kuzuryuu so that I could get a Cure Status down and heal the team before they started attacking each other. (The boss also has a condition called Despair that can cause him, I always cured him before it became a concern, so I'm not sure what that's intended to be.) This boss also has a
strong spread of wind attack, so wind barrier is essential, I did this to both Kuzuryuu and Nidai just in case. Wind barrier is a highlighted step, so I used Nidai for him more often, since he is of course a slower character. This boss also has Summer Rain Fist, which is the spread of physical step, it can be scary, so I made sacrifice nidai,
since he is very strong, defensive. Note that if the characters have high enough agility, they can completely dodge this step (my Pekoyama, Kuzuryuu and Nanami dodged it all the time). The main strategy I used was that Pekoyama and Nanami use their own strongest move to boss each turn, while Nidai would either create a windblock,
heal team if you need it (Pekoyama and Nanami usually have a shot when an attack landed, so it was more to make Kuzuryuu healthy). Since Nidai was slower, most of the skills I put on him were for emergencies, for example, if Kuzuryuu had been defeated, Nidai would have been ready to bring him back and heal him, while Kuzuryuu
used the skills much better because he was always the first. If I didn't have anything Nidai could do, I'd just defend myself with it. Kuzuryuu was the star of the team, if any character was defeated in battle, he brought them straight back in the first round with Fighting Spirit. Most of the time it was her use of Ultra Defense that if the boss tried
to confuse the party, she would be protected and able to use Cure Status to cure them in the next round before the confusion even had a chance to have a problem. I had Wind Barrier on it, but I rarely chose him to use as Nidai, it's mostly just emergencies. After the greatest agility he was required not to be bothered to make an issue. The
only big problem we ran into was that Kuzuryuu healed everyone, and the boss decided to confuse him, as it would affect everyone on the team. As I would recommend to counteract this problem to Nidai Ultra Defense as well (I wish I had done this if I, I had, I would have exchanged victims since physical attacks barely hit the other 3 and
wind barrier destroyed the threat of Magic Damage.) With this, you would be able to ensure that at least one character had Ultra Defense up for each turn (Prioritize using kuzuryuu, but if Kuzuryuu needs to heal or revive the team, then use the Nidai while he does this). There would still be a risk of this, since all the characters would have
to survive the turn of confusion in Nidai at low speed, but it is still much more feasible than nothing. I think that's about all the tips I can think of in such modes, it's become a lot longer than I expected in the end, so I apologize for the long read. I hope this is a useful guide to building a good team to manage your dungeon. For more posts
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